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But Indians ask, " Is the Government of India Act
of 1935 really based on the spirit of partnership ? " They
concur with the view expressed by Major Attlee, a Labour
member of the Joint Select Committee, who observed that
" throughout the Report and the proposals of the majority
of the Committee there was evidence of distrust of the
nationalist forces. They were clearly regarded as a poten-
tial opposition, not as a co-operating body/' Indians
condemn most of the safeguards as being measures for the
protection of British interests, and affirm that partnership
as implied in the Act is just another form of Imperialism.
It is held that such concessions as are made in the Act have
been granted to India under the tempo of events within and
outside India and that the Imperial Government realize
that by withholding them they would lose something better.
The reasons for this deep-seated suspicion among them
are not far to seek. In answer to the question, Why was
there so little enthusiasm among Indians about the Reforms ?
a distinguished Indian gave the following reply to a British
visitor. He said : " Because a certain fatality seems to
clog the steps of the Government, so that whenever it does
anything useful for the people, it knows not how to do it
with a good grace/'
The remark is particularly interesting now when a plea
for this good grace comes from those who are eager to bridge
the gulf between India and Great Britain. Sir Francis
Younghusband writes in The Times:1 " What matters
now—and matters much—is the temper in which the re-
mainder of our seven years' deliberation is to be conducted.
The Joint Committee appeals to our ' characteristic British
temper/ To it let us add the spice of grace. ... On great
occasions let our spokesmen in Parliament and the Press
and at public meetings show also the winning element of
grace. For Indians are sensitive, and while they may admire
good sense they will respond to grace/7
It has to be admitted that, apart from the occasional
1 The Times, November 28, 1934.

